This Saturday is J-night! The night which we have been waiting all year for. The night of the Junior Prom.

At nine o'clock the doors of the Crystal Room open and you probably forget your worst date into a bright, shiny California scene. Let's take a look at the magnificent job done by the Decorations Committee, headed by Sara Meredith and Dean Weeks, for this dance. The entire room will be stung with green Christmas for the forty-day festival. Loopholes from their ploy tops. A feeling of quiet prevails over the room leaving a sense of well-wreathed and polished furniture. One will have a deep impression with you for years to come. Also, the Decoration Committee installed two back drops which carry their motif completely around the room. The back drops feature a gay, jolly scene of the carolers crowding the stage, the orchestra announcing the songs, and its counterpart will be seen back of the orchestra announcing the songs and its counterpart will be seen back of the orchestra.
I hope you will accept this as an answer to the "Letter to The Editor" in the Thursday, 29 November issue of the Thresher.

I don't want to be the kind of person who always feels the need to say "it's been a long, long time". In fact, I would like to see a more positive attitude toward Rice Women. If you want a woman to see a man, you would use a large number of Navy boys dating a large percentage of Rice girls. And Rice girls can not only hold their own but sometimes hold up a savage attack. Maybe that's the boy's argument.

As in any crowd, or society, there are a few "thieves", and no doubt the author of that letter exhibited a slight case of self-consciousness, or an inferiority complex. We, a few Navy boys, think we know who it is; and if not, then we owe a slight (very) apology to the author.

We also believe that she is in no position to judge a gentleman. After all, how would she know if she saw one. That's a privilege accorded only to a "Lady".

Please withhold the names of the authors unless the author of the indented article displays the inten
tional fortune to show here.

A Few Navy Boys.

Dear Miss McCall,

The two letters to the editor in last week's Thresher were a shilling example of the old saying "No two people are the same." Miss McCall's let
ter was very welcome and served as a sort of mouthwash to offset "that morning fat" taste we all got from reading Miss Smith-with
halff's lengthy repetition of "Nobody loves me, oh my, I'm going out and eat some worms."

Here's hope to Miss Smith and a hand-embroidered sympathy clip to Miss McCall.
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Basketball Season Opens Tonight
Sam Houston Teachers First Fee
Of Brannon's Inexperienced Owls

By "The Cube"

Our Owls open their 1945-46 cage season tonight in Huntsville against the Sam Houston State Teacher's College. This is the first of a 21 game schedule to begin on Saturday, 22 November, and to end on Saturday, 28 February by a two game final with the Southwest Conference.

Little is known about the Owls, but neither is the ability of the Fighting Bears. Head Coach Bester Brannon, back as head basketball mentor after 3 years in the Navy, hasn't been handed the experienced team that Coach Joe Davis was lucky to have last year.

Gane is All-American Bill Henry and All-conference Murray Mason, half and Dietz. In fact, gone is the whole team that brought Rice the most successful season in its history. Not even a scrimmage is back from last year's team that won 21 games, and last but not the National Champion Oklahoma Aggies.

Taking Bill Henry's place at the guard spot will be 6'2" Tom Tom, a promising freshman civilian, star of last year's Highland Park Section.

Incidentally, it may be remembered that Highland Park was Bill Henry's alma mater. It is in the same way that his first starting partners will be named by Navy boy, Joe Lea, a guard, who hails from Indiana,

The Slippery Slimes and the Chem Engineers now lead the American League with a won-loss record of 6-2. It is in the same way that the Owls' championship, upsets will definitely occur, making it a close race.
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NAVY SHOW—
(Continued from page 1)

by Harold Satow and Wayne Adams

The top comedy artists. These plus
many other presentations.

For two and one half full hours
150 people will perform for your
entertainment.

A tip to the wise then: If you
want a big, continuous laugh with
a lot of fun then you had better see
the Navy Show "Howls in the
Night," on December 18th, 1946 in
the San Jacinto Auditorium. The
Navy leads other city organizations
in producing such a show. Remember
"Hellzapoppin"—that was no
show. The Navy has THREE! So—!
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Some spots that you will have to
see: Jerry Shaw reading one of his
favorite poems; Bill Tom and Dick
Herneter in a duet number; and more
and more and more.

Not looking at the show from the
number in the company it is without
doubt the biggest thing to be shown
in Houston in years. All numbers
will be correctly and gorgeously
costumed.

One particular event which the
men guiding the show are trying to
get is a number in which the Pin-Up
Girl of the University of Houston,
Rice Institute, and San Jacinto
High School will be presented. Also
if possible the NROTC Unit's Queen
of the Regiment will be introduced
to the audience. She will be chosen
by Van Johnson of Hollywood, Cali-
fornia.

Be seeing you at the show!